Texture is the personality of art glass. In clear glass, texture is also useful for achieving varying degrees of privacy, while adding elegance and richness to environments. All Spectrum clear textures are available with an Iridescent coating. (Stock numbers add “I/” prefix.)

- 100C: Cord
- 100G: Granite
- 100H: Hammered
- 100R: Ripple
- 100RR: Rough Rolled
- 100A: Clear Antique
- 100CZ: Cortezza
- 100K: Krinkle
- 100SN: Satin
- 100SNseedy: Satin Seedy
- 100CR: Clear Crackle
- 100CRseedly: Clear Seedy
- 100HS: Hammered Small
- 100G: Granite
- 100GG: Crystal Ice
- 100BR: Clear Baroque™
- 100H: Hammered
- 100G: Granite
- 100A: Clear Artique
- 100CC: Clear Corsica
- 100B: Clear Barnwood
- 100WW: Waterglass®
- 100CSF: Cord
- 100G: Granite
- 100A: Clear Artique
- 100CC: Clear Corsica
- 100B: Clear Barnwood
- 100WW: Waterglass®